Carrier Ethernet SERVICES

TDS® offers comprehensive carrier Ethernet service solutions from a single provider. By following MEF industry standards, ordering, provisioning, and support of these services is more efficient.

FEATURES
TDS’ Layer 2 offerings allow carriers to strategically provide regional service to subscribers that would be otherwise hard to get to or out of reach altogether. All services are fully managed with the ability to be reported upon on request.

• **E-Access** – NNI to UNI connectivity for carriers that wish to connect to their subscribers’ locations within the TDS footprint

• **E-Transit** – NNI to NNI connectivity for carriers that want to connect to another carrier (or themselves) on the other side of the TDS footprint

• **Mobile Backhaul** – UNI to UNI connectivity for mobile operators wishing to connect their Radio Network Controller to Radio Base Stations within the TDS footprint

• **Carrier Metro Ethernet** – UNI to UNI connectivity for carriers that would like to interconnect their subscribers’ locations within the TDS footprint

SERVICE DETAILS
In addition to a variety of bandwidth offerings up to 10Gbps, carriers can order diversity and performance SLAs at varying levels, depending on the transmission distance between end-points. Services are supported by our 30+ MEF Carrier Ethernet Certified Professionals.

LET’S GET STARTED!
Go to tdscarrier.com for more information. Or, to get a quote, call 1-844-268-2181.